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Abstract: Population increasing and so increasing the alimentary needs and wish to use the animal 
protein, had caused to decreasing the alimentary and animal resources. The amount of animal product 
production is related to forage plant cultivation directly. So it is necessary to do an exact and 
elementary designing in forage production. Increasing the performance and the quality of this plant by 
using cultivation methods and composed systems is possible. One of the main elements in determining 
the quality of the forage is the time and withdrawal method. By considering the high sincerity that the 
forage has against the time of withdrawal losing only one day cause to decreasing the forage quality 
considerably. By considering the mechanization methods of forage withdrawal in majority of regions 
and their main role of withdrawal machines in controlling the forage quality, there has need to remove 
the problems of these machines to get better results. In this investigation it was tried to remove one of 
the main problems of mover machine or cylindrical reaper. As we know these machines have blades 
that are settled around the cylinder's axle.  Rotation of cylinders with 1500 cycle per minute, cause to 
contact of the blade and the forage and the reaping is done. Sometimes these blades go out of their 
place and because the tractor moves, the machine reaps imperfectly and cause to crushing of forage 
and also damage of the machine. To solve this problem, an electronically system was design and 
originate that by settling it on the machine, and if one of the blades be elision, it inform the driver with 
an alarm immediately and prevent the injury of forage quality and reaper machine. It also prevent of 
time perishing to return-visit of the machine that is one of the main efforts in constant agriculture. This 
system was tested in agricultural station of Ardabil Branch Islamic Azad University on mover 
machine.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Increasing the population and so increasing the Alimentary heeds and the intention to use the animal protein 

cause to decreasing the animal and alimentary resources. The amount of animal products production is related to 
forage plant cultivation directly and so it is necessary to do an exact and elementary designing in forage 
production. From another aspect the importance of exact and sufficient nourishing of ruminants make it 
necessary to determine the alimentary quality of  each of eatable materials and its constituents according to 
exact and standard methods. Alfalfa is a forage plant that can produce about two ton protein annually. In 
addition to produce high quality forage this plant has main role in stabilizing the nitrogen of the air. One of the 
main managements in forage production, maintaining its quality along year. As whole forage production from 
the quality and quantity and digestibility point of view is affected from environmental factors such as the 
conditioner of the nutrition elements of the soil, climate and withdrawal management and the leaf proportion per 
stem. One of the main methods to increase the leaf proportion per stem is the method withdraw ling that is 
possible with proper selecting of withdraw ling machines. The best proper machine that is used in alfalfa 
withdraw ling is plate form or cylindrical reaper machine. The best proper machine that is used in alfalfa 
withdraw ling is plate form or cylindrical reaper machine.  

This machine is able to rotate with the rate of 1500 cycle per minute around vertical axle of the apparatus 
with rotational movement that it gain from tractor's axle, and then it sent outside the blades from three part of 
the plate because of the influence of the power of (escape of the centre) and by encountering with forages, cut 
them easily and take them on one line. The cylindrical reaper is able to reap any kind of forage and plant rapidly 
Because of nearness of the plates to soil surface, the efficiency will improve, and cutting forage will be done in 
a manner that drying and collecting the forages will be done easily. One of the main disadvantages of this 
apparatus is throwing its blades because of high rotational movement. In this phenomenon occur, some part of 
the forage will be crushed and it will be cause to leaf falling and decreasing the quality of the forage. To avoid 
this problem, the driver must stop at the end port of the farm and control the apparatus. But this is out of the 
driver's patient sometimes and isn't practical. In this investigation, it was tried to inform the driver by 
electronically alarming tools in case of blade's throwing. If this phenomenon occurs, the driver must stop in any 
part of the farm and pay to displacement of the blades and then continue to withdrawal ling. In this case, one of 
the main objectives of the exact agriculture will gain that is preserving the forage quality and increasing the 
output of with drawling.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

To design and construct an electronically tool and settling it on mover apparatuses, we first pat it down on a 
board. The using materials in this designing are included:  
1. Microcontroller ATMEGA8                     
2. I.C OP- AMPLM 324   
3. Photocell (LDR). Photocell or photocell or photo resistance or photo eye, is a resistance that its resistance is 
decrease against light and increase in dark place. Its genus is cadmium Sulfites. We can use it to feel the (laser) 
light. 
4. Laser diode: Here we use laser only to create light in a direct line and its high movement ability. You can use 
of laser light that are available in bazaar in the form of switch key.  
 The form of one sample of laser creating resource comes in follow. And some other fragments such as 
resistance- light diodes Micro switch volume condenser- key. 
 The method of action of this apparatus is in this case that a laserdisc diode is settled on each of the plates 
continently, so that the blades pass against this diode. Against it, a photocell is settled that receive the sending 
out laser light. With the program that is given to microcontroller, when the mover begin to work, it register the 
first 10  second interceptions of light receiving by photocell as normal performance. After that in the case of 
derangement of the apparatus and omitting one or a number of the blades, it introduces normality condition and 
begin to alarm by transferring a series of signs to settled IC' on the board, and inform the driver. And the driver 
begins to work in a normal condition after removing the fault s of the apparatuses and resetting of the sensors. 
 
Resulting:  
 To equipping the agricultural machines to alarming sensors, we can use of this apparatus to increase the 
machines security and precision  
2) If necessary we can define another program on this apparatus that in addition of audile alarming, it rescue the 
gear of tractor and prevent of working of the driver. 
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